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TOWARD A STUDY OF TRANSLINGUAL 
PERFORMANCE OF SHAKESPEARE 
WORLDWIDE WITH A FOCUS ON HENRY V1
Emi Hamana
“e limits of my language remind me of the limits of my knowledge.” 
(Kellman e Translingual Imagination, 114)
“Is it possible dat I sould love de ennemi of France?” (Henry V, 5.2.158)
Prologue: The purpose of This Paper
An interdisciplinary approach is demanded in contemporary per-
forming arts and theater studies: cultural anthropology, critical theory, 
postcolonialism, cultural studies, digital humanities, and translation stud-
ies. We can add a linguistic approach, communication studies, language 
education, and, furthermore, neuroscience, among others. I have explored 
Shakespearean performance mainly in terms of intercultural communica-
tion and cultural studies, and now have started to develop a new approach 
to translingual practice. Before investigating translingual practice in con-
temporary worldwide Shakespeare performances proper, this pilot paper 
aims to reconsider contact zones in London during the Shakespearian peri-
od and to revisit his plays by focusing on Henry V.
According to Steven G. Kellman, the author of the inuential book 
e Translingual Imagination and the editor of Switching Languages: Writ-
ers Reect on eir Cra, translingual authors are “those who write in more 
than one language or in a language other than their primary one,” and they 
are “the prodigies of world literature.” Kellman further explains that they 
“aunt their freedom from the constraints of the culture into which they 
happen to be born” by expressing themselves in multiple verbal systems 
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(Kellman Switching Languages, Preface, ix). ere are a number of such 
writers around the world from ancient times to the present day: for exam-
ple, in the English-speaking world, Georey Chaucer, omas More, John 
Milton, Joseph Conrad, Samuel Beckett, and Salmon Rushdie; Yoko Tawa-
da is worthy of special mention as she has written works in German and 
Japanese in her unique way of rejecting the idea of uency (Lennon 21). A 
very limited number of writers have written works in three languages with 
equal uency; most writers had to learn other languages with great eort 
under special circumstances, and have struggled to engage themselves with 
their creative activities. ere are a number of playwrights and novelists 
with great translingual imagination, but it is hard to analyze their works in 
terms of translingual imagination. Since we usually call those who write 
mainly in languages other than their native languages translingual writers, 
Shakespeare is not a translingual writer in its strict sense. As discussed lat-
er, however, he shows signs of remarkable translingual imagination in his 
plays.
When we discuss the subject of a multiplicity of languages or hetero-
glossia (dierent tongues), we always recall the biblical story of Babel as a 
source of the original single language shared by all people as well as the fol-
lowing linguistic confusion by God. Henry V, discussed in Part II of this 
paper, is considered “arguably one of the most babylonian texts in English 
language” (Hoenselaars and Buning xiv), with its excessive use of mixed or 
hybrid languages and dialects. e pros and cons of multilingual condition 
have been debated by those who are seriously worried about it as linguistic 
confusion and those who celebrate it as linguistic diversity. In Speaking in 
Tongues: Languages at Play in the eatre, Marvin Carlson discusses the 
macaronic stage presented by Shakespeare and Elizabethans, who “oer 
their own oen elaborate examples of multilanguage [sic] theater” (36), 
postcolonial heteroglossia, and the contemporary heteroglossia of side 
texts. Carlson states:
one of the most important challenges it [the new theater] faces is the 
presentation of a newly interdependent world that speaks with many 
dierent voices. e heteroglossic stage, for centuries an interesting 
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but marginal part of the dramatic tradition, became in the late twenti-
eth century a truly important international phenomenon. (19)
is is exactly what this paper on translingual performances of Shake-
speare worldwide is most concerned about.
Part I: Fundamental Concepts and Facts
1.　What is Translingual Practice?
In Translingual Practice: Global Englishes and Cosmopolitan Relations, 
Suresh Canagarajah points out the term “translingual” emphasizes two key 
concepts that form a paradigm shi in language education. First, “communi-
cation transcends individual languages.” Second, “communication tran-
scends words and involves diverse semiotic resources [e.g., symbols, icons, 
and images] and ecological aordances.” Semiotic resources are “means to 
produce meanings” (Canagarajah 6): for example, sound, voice, facial expres-
sions, gestures, and computer soware. Ecological or environmental aor-
dances are possibilities for action that belong in a certain circumstance: for 
example, it matters whether subtitles or interpreters are available in world-
wide Shakespearean performances. (Subtitles and interpreters, though lin-
guistic functions, are also treated as an environmental aordance. In fact, in 
Act 5 Scene 2 of Henry V, a French maid called an “interpreter” enters the 
scene, although she is a comic and unreliable interpreter.) In worldwide 
Shakespearean performances, non-English translations are oen used, and 
how they are conveyed is as important as what they exactly mean.
Multilingualism tends to emphasize the importance of the coexistence 
of several languages, while slighting dynamic interaction among them. A 
study of translingual practice notes the contact of languages and the trans-
lingual reality in which we live. It expects not only that translingual perfor-
mance will represent our translingual reality on the stage but also that the 
performance will represent, create, and evoke a deeper reality than we are 
usually aware of. is research tries to connect three academic elds that 
have developed separately. e rst is worldwide Shakespeare performance 
studies, the second is contemporary theater and performing arts studies, 
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and the third is the study of translingual practice, which has gained impor-
tance given the spread of globalization and multiculturalism in the twenty-
rst century. is paper aims to uncover new signicance for performing 
Shakespeare plays and to explore theoretical and practical methods for 
promoting the translingual practice many people in the world require.
I would like to give an example of translingual practice. It is a record-
ed exchange on the phone between Ahmad, an Egyptian cheese trader, and 
Hansen, a Danish cheese exporter. Note the word “blowing.”
1. Ahmad: We don’t want the order aer the cheese is uh:h blowing.
2. Hansen: See, yes
3.  Ahmad:  So I don’t know what I can do uh with the order now. (.) 
What do you think we should do with this is all blowing Mister 
Hansen (0.7)
4.  Hansen:  I am not uh (0.7) blowing uh what uh, what is this uh too big or 
what?
5.  Ahmad:  No, the cheese is bad, Mister Hansen (0.4), it is like (.) ferment-
ing in the customs cool rooms.
6. Hansen: Ah it’s gone o
7. Ahmad: Yes, it’s gone o
(Canagarajah Literacy as Translingual Practice, 71).
Hansen cannot understand what Ahmad means by “blowing.” However, it 
is a serious situation for Hansen, a cheese exporter, since his customer tells 
him what he can do with his order, and therefore, Hansen asks what Ah-
mad means by “blowing.” Ahmad then tells Hansen that the cheese is not 
too large, but it likely has been fermenting in the customs cool rooms. 
Hansen understands at last that “blowing” is used to mean “gone o.” It is 
remarkable that Hansen and Ahmad try to seriously understand what the 
other party means. We might recall that there were a number of merchants 
and traders, English and foreign, in London, represented in Elizabethan 
plays such as omas Dekker’s e Shoemaker’s Holiday.
e main subject of my translingual research is present-day multicul-
tural performances of Shakespeare all over the world. I assume that al-
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though translingual practice presents diculties and challenges, it per-
forms a highly signicant role on the stage and especially in rehearsals, and 
I also rmly believe that exploring the signicance and possibilities of 
translingual performances of Shakespeare will be of great importance. 2
2. What Are Contact Zones and Contact Languages?
M. L. Pratt, the former president of the MLA and professor of Spanish 
and Portuguese literature and language at New York University, is regarded 
as the advocator of contact zones in the study of modern languages and 
cultures. Pratt refers to contact zones as “social spaces where cultures meet, 
clash, and grapple with each other, oen in the contexts of highly asym-
metrical relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery, or their aermaths 
as they are lived out in many parts of the world today” (34). Although her 
primary concern is cultural contact, it entails the question of linguistic 
contact and clash.
In Contact Languages: A Comprehensive Guide, the editors Peter Bak-
ker and Yaron Matras point out that in “some sense, all languages are con-
tact languages: Language is the ultimate, uniquely human tool used to es-
tablish and to maintain contact between people”; more specically, 
however, contact languages are “languages that have emerged in situations 
in which the repertoires of languages available to the people in contact did 
not provide a suciently eective tool for communication” (1). ere are 
three types of contact languages: pidgins, creoles, and mixed languages. Al-
though we can add more types of convergent languages in contact zones or 
language intertwining, the last type (mixed languages) is sucient for our 
discussion of Henry V, although we have to consider the social and politi-
cal factors in contact languages.
Contact zones and contact languages must have existed since the an-
cient period. Medieval London was a multilingual city where people spoke 
French, Latin, English, etc., thus forming a dynamic contact zone as well as 
producing translingual writing (Hsy 1–26). ere were contact zones in 
London in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Age when Shakespeare 
wrote his plays. Although people used mixed languages in many communi-
ties in Early Modern Europe (Burke 111–40), the metropolis in particular 
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became sites of contact and the clash of several languages and dialects.
3. A Brief Survey of the History of the English Language
Following the concept of contact zones and contact languages, I 
would like to conrm fundamental facts in the history of the English lan-
guage, chiey based on Elly van Gelderen’s work. As is well-known, basic 
modern English words are inuenced strongly by French as a result of the 
Norman Conquest in 1066. Aer defeating King Harold II in the Battle of 
Hastings, the Duke of Normandy conquered England and became William 
I. Consequently, French̶strictly speaking, Norman French distinct from 
Parisian or Continental French̶was spoken by aristocrats and at Court, 
and a number of new words were introduced. In strong contrast to the 
words borrowed from Northern countries (which were everyday words 
such as “egg,” “odd,” and “give”), the words borrowed from French were 
characterized by a political and legal (e.g., “state” and “judge”) and cultural 
nature (e.g., “dinner,” “ beef,” and “poet”) (Gelderen 9).
In Shakespeare’s period, the Renaissance, Greek words (e.g., “pharma-
ceutic”) and Latin words (e.g., “emancipate”) were much appreciated. Eng-
land later grew into the British Empire and colonized many regions all over 
the world. e English language was then inuenced by words used in the 
colonies: for example, “pajamas” came from Urdu meaning “leg clothing” 
(Gelderen 9).
What matters in this paper is that Henry V is likely to represent an 
imaginary condition of contact languages in the late Middle Ages and that 
the English language used during Shakespeare’s period is also a contact 
language. It is not wholly a standardized language of a modern nation state 
as an imagined community yet, but instead reveals linguistic porousness, 
diversity, uidity, and plurality verging on confusion (Blank 7–32).
4. Worldwide Shakespeare Performances in the Age of Global English
e key points of the English language from the perspective of this 
paper are as follows. Although English is spoken today as if it were virtual-
ly a global common language, its status is never secure. In fact, Old Eng-
lish, which came to be spoken in the British Isles across the Channel sepa-
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rated from the Continent, was a local language, derived from a Germanic 
language spoken by Angles, Saxons, etc., who came from the present 
northern Germany. During the Middle Ages, the British were conquered 
by the Normans, who were not Latinate but a Germanic tribe, and their 
language was inuenced by French spoken by the ruling class as well as by 
the Chancery (a medieval writing oce).
e language in Shakespeare’s era was a local language in a small is-
land country, and during this period, Continental Europeans rarely learned 
it: “During the seventeenth century English was not much spoken outside 
Britain, Ireland, and the American colonies, though it had a presence in the 
Low Countries” (Kerrigan 66). Today, however, it is called global English or 
world Englishes, and it has become a language used by the greatest number 
of countries and people all over the world. We should remember, however, 
that British English is no longer the norm in contemporary global English; 
people “tend to consider the original British English as the other language” 
(Hoenselaars and Buning xvii). Discussing the alteration and creolization 
of English in Africa and India in a paper on “Provincializing English,” 
Simon Gikandi mentions Wole Soyinka’s idea of “a strategic linguistic 
weapon” and says that “English can be celebrated not as a global drive to-
ward monolingualism but as part of the diversity of and plurality of world 
languages” (13). He further writes: “Shakespeare’s text is defamiliarized 
and English is creolized” (16).
Without considering the question of global English and globalization, 
we cannot consider worldwide Shakespeare performances today. We also 
cannot forget the great impact of the unprecedented multilingual experi-
ment of the World Shakespeare Festival and Globe to Globe 2012: Shake-
speare’s 37 Plays in 37 Languages (see Edmondson, Prescott, and Sullivan; 
Bennett and Carson; Hamana “A Report,” 123–35). Although we appreci-
ate performances of Shakespeare’s works in a variety of languages all over 
the world, it is of great interest to study Shakespeare in a variety of English-
es during the period when his British English is challenged.
5. London during Shakespeare’s Time
Shakespeare learned Greek and Latin, whether small or less, at a gram-
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mar school in Stratford-upon-Avon. He oen listened to foreign languages 
when he lived in Southwark from around 1599 to 1603 (Nicholl 42); he lis-
tened to French, among other languages, while he was a lodger in the house 
of Christopher Mountjoy’s family, French émigrés, on Silver Street around 
in 1603–1605 (Nicoll 17–8). In London during this period, there were a 
considerable number of immigrants̶professionals, crasmen, tradesmen, 
servants, etc.̶ who came to England for a variety of reasons such as escape 
from religious persecution, trade, and labor (Luu 121–31; see also Saenger 
“Interlinguicity and e Alchemist,” 176–200). For example, John Florio, a 
son of an Italian exile, became a foreign language teacher at the Court of 
James I. Many foreigners lived on the south bank of the ames where the 
original Globe theatre was built. It is inferred that foreigners accounted for 
ve to ten percent of the local population in some areas (Luu 91–104); a va-
riety of languages, French, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, Flemish, etc., were spo-
ken there. Since many of those foreigners were unable to speak English u-
ently, they went to their own churches called Strangers’ Churches. London 
during Shakespeare’s era was already a metropolis in Europe, and formed 
contact zones where foreigners and domestic strangers (Scottish, Welsh, and 
Irish) with their own languages, dialects, or accents were living together, 
probably with ethnic, cultural, and linguistic clashes.
6. Foreigners and Foreign Languages in Shakespeare’s Works
Marianne Montgomery writes that “the early modern English ‘for-
eigners’ were not people from abroad but migrants to London from the 
English provinces. People from abroad were ‘strangers’ or ‘aliens’” (Mont-
gomery 6, n. 15). Since the terms foreigners, strangers, and aliens were in-
terchangeable at times (OED), however, this paper mainly uses the terms 
foreigners and foreign languages for consistency.
Shakespeare’s contemporary playwrights wrote a number of macaron-
ic plays ranging from history plays such as omas Heywood’s If You Know 
Not Me You Know Nobody, Part II (1606) to romantic comedies such as 
John Marston’s Antonio and Mellida (1599) to citizen comedies such as 
omas Dekker’s e Shoemaker’s Holiday (1599) and Jonson’s Bartholomew 
Fair (1614). In these plays, English characters disguised as foreigners for 
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their respective reasons speak Italian, French, Dutch, etc., or stage foreign-
ers speak in their native languages or (broken) English with their respec-
tive accents.
Curiously, Shakespeare’s canonical plays with the one possible excep-
tion of e Merry Wives of Windsor are not set during the England of his 
period. Some plays are set in ancient Britain (King Lear and Cymbeline), 
and the history plays are set in medieval and early Tudor England; even 
Henry VIII, which ends with the birth of the future Queen Elizabeth in 
1533, is set before Shakespeare’s birth. e majority of his plays are set 
abroad: for example, Verona, Venice, Sicily, Athens, Vienna, Navarre, Rous-
sillon, Illyria, Bohemia, and Denmark. Nicholl rightly says, however, that 
in another sense, “all these plays are set in contemporary England. . . . 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet is not really Danish and Sir Toby Belch not a jot Il-
lyrian (i.e. Croatian)” (193). Nicholl further writes:
In Shakespeare, and particularly in Shakespearean comedy, real English 
life as it was experienced by his audience was shown to them through a 
prism of foreignness, by which process it was subtly distorted and mag-
nied. In this sense the foreign̶“the strange” ̶is an imaginative key 
for Shakespeare: it opens up fresher and freer ways of seeing the people 
and things which daily reality dulled with familiarity. . . . In Shakespeare’s 
mind, one might say, a foreign country was a kind of working synonym 
for the theatre itself̶a place of tonic exaggerations and transforma-
tions; a place where you walk in through a door in Southwark and nd 
yourself beached up on the shores of Illyria.
In the great melting-pot of London Shakespeare could hear half 
the languages of Europe in half an hour’s stroll through the dock-
yards. But to breathe this tonic air of dierence, what better ploy than 
to live in a house full of foreigners? eir voices oat up into thin-
walled room, adding a touch of strangeness to the familiar sounds of 
the street. (193–94)
Shakespeare’s plays are thus lled with foreigners and foreign languages 
(and dialects): for example, broken Russian or nonsense spoken by French 
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characters to deceive Parolles in All’s Well at Ends Well; Welsh, which 
Lady Mortimer, Earl of March, is supposed to speak, in Henry IV: Part I; 
French by French Princess and her maid Alice, Fluellen’s English with a 
Welsh accent, Jamie’s English with a Scottish accent, and McMorris’ English 
with an Irish accent, etc., in Henry V; Latin spoken by Holofenes, the pedan-
tic teacher, in Love’s Labour’s Lost; and Evans’ English with a Welsh accent 
and Caius’ English with a French accent in e Merry Wives of Windsor. To 
give an example of another kind, Dogberry, evidently an Englishman full of 
malapropisms, enters in Much Ado about Nothing, set in Messina.
Furthermore, although the famous stranger such as the Moor in 
Othello speaks English, his English is stylistically peculiar in terms of his 
“code-switching; paring an Anglo-Saxon word with a Romance-language 
import” (Watson 368–73). Shakespeare is supposed to have written several 
scenes in Sir omas More as Hand D. It is of great interest that the scene 
written by Hand D presents the May Day riot in 1517, the Englishmen’s at-
tack on strangers. In London, there had been longtime strife between the 
English and foreigners, and at last on “2 June 1592 the Privy Council at-
tempted to calm both alien and native sides in the long-standing war over 
the London marketplace” (Kermode 76). Contemporary English people’s 
attitude toward strangers in London was ambivalent. On the one hand, the 
English were hostile, but on the other, they were quite hospitable.
Foreigners and their languages in Shakespeare’s plays tend to be tar-
geted as objects of laughter, which most likely reects the contemporary 
audience’s taste. At the same time, however, Shakespeare was highly sensi-
tive to foreigners and their languages, and shows artistic creativity in in-
venting new words and expressions, making experiments beyond linguistic 
boundaries.
ere are several theories or assumptions about why Shakespeare and 
his contemporary playwrights used many foreigners and foreign languages 
on the stage, including Nicholl’s idea of the prismatic and lively function of 
foreignness mentioned earlier. While discussing the phenomenon of multi-
lingualism and linguistic confusion in English Renaissance drama, Ton 
Hoenselaars writes:
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It is rarely noted that such unfavourable representations of the stage 
foreigner and his language may well derive their popularity from a 
hidden frustration among Englishmen regarding the poor status of 
their own language, and from the problems this entailed in a metrop-
olis like London that witnessed an unprecedented inux of foreign 
refugees and merchants during the period. (33)
e ambivalent status of Non-standard English in Renaissance 
drama. is ambivalence may be captured as follows: why, given the 
oen linguistically xenophobic stance of the dramatists and the dread 
of a Babylonian confusion, did they import so vast of foreign tongues 
and dialects into their language constructs? (38)
e Babel myth serves to exorcise the audience’s fear of languages and 
to present that same audience with a feast of languages.
Hoenselaars concludes:
the London theatre was not merely a manifestation of the Babel curse, 
but also a creative language laboratory in which to rehearse and con-
tain the then current obsession with European tongues. . . . It was 
equally determined by a still ambivalent stance in England on the 
merits of foreign language learning. (40)
In a postscript to Aliens and Englishness in Elizabethan Drama, which 
explores moral, historical, and comic plays as contributing to Elizabethan 
debates on Anglo–foreign relations in England, Lloyd Edward Kermode 
concludes:
Native and foreign language, as used on the stage and in the streets, 
are themselves equally alienating forces: languages control entry of 
‘foreigners’ and determine hierarchies within their native ranks. e 
plays do the same jobs of national gatekeeping and organization. 
Could staging the alien really alienate the stage . . . ? For if the stage 
was already strange and oensively non-English to English reformers 
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and city authorities, did putting the alien on the stage instead conrm 
its status as a very English mechanism for displaying the ‘other’ and 
for discovering and delineating the self? We leap across time to look 
through these dramatic perspectives, ourselves the alien among aliens. 
We search for selves that we can comprehend in the early modern and 
post-modern worlds. (154)
Kermode suggests that Englishness was invented and made stable in its 
constant changeability on the stage, paradoxically, by incorporating and 
even celebrating alien and foreign languages. is self-reective function of 
dramatic performance is true of our post-modern world.
In Europe’s Languages on England’s Stages, 1590–1620, Montgomery 
suggests that although foreign language marks distance, “the theater promis-
es translation by means of gesture, action, and even the English speech of 
other characters” (6) and that theatre “is interested in the sound of foreign 
languages, but it stresses not just dierence and distance but translate prox-
imity, making foreign languages meaningful and comprehensible” and “plays 
are interested in comparing English to other languages and investigating the 
hybridity of English sounds” (14–15). Considering Shakespeare’s new words, 
Robert N. Watson writes: “Clearly Shakespeare’s original audience enjoyed 
his language, not because (as modern readers tend to assume) they knew all 
those strange locutions, but partly because they didn’t yet” (361).
While bearing in mind these theories and assumptions, contradictory 
or not, this paper is more concerned with what Shakespeare’s plays perform 
by employing foreigners and foreign languages and what eects they achieve 
in terms of the characters and action on the stage and their relationship with 
the audience than why they represent foreigners and foreign languages. is 
paper aims to nd signicant moments of translingual practice, and in this 
respect, Henry V is quite interesting, as discussed below.
Part II: An Analysis of Henry V, Act 5 Scene 2
7. Henry V as the Most Babylonian Text of Shakespeare’s Plays
Henry V is supposed to not have been very popular when it was rst 
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performed around 1599, but it is now one of the most popular plays in the 
United Kingdom (UK) as it was lmed, starring Kenneth Branagh (1989), 
and as the Globe theatre group performed it in English as the last work of a 
series of Globe to Globe 2012: Shakespeare’s 37 Plays in 37 Languages. 
at said, since the play appears patriotic or even jingoistic, it has been 
criticized repeatedly. Noticing the disruptive presence of Wales and Welsh-
ness, in particular, however, Patricia Parker insists that this history play 
does not celebrate the unity of England but reects the opposite voice (81–
99; see also Burnett and Wray 1–6 and Ivic 75–90). Some feminist critics 
have questioned the patriarchal assumptions and representations of femi-
nine vulnerability in this play, and upheld “Lance Wilcox’s view of Henry’s 
wooing as a rape” (Gurr 59). In Shakespeare, Law, and Marriage, however, 
B. L. Sokol and Mary Sokol convincingly say that the majority of royal and 
aristocratic marriages were of political convenience in those days and they 
could have been successful (39, 196). Considering Mortimer’s Welsh wife 
in 1 Henry IV and the French princess Katherine in Henry V, Montgomery 
argues that despite “a triumph of the English language over Welsh and 
French,” their “languages, rather than marginalizing them, make them cen-
tral to Shakespeare’s inquiry into the past” (25). Although Montgomery is 
positive about Shakespeare’s representations of foreign women, Anny 
Crunell-Vanrigh analyzes Katherine’s French and critically argues that 
traces of “insular French in Kate’s morphosyntactic idiosyncrasies serve 
the political agenda of a play chronicling the process that took the French 
tongue from authority to disempowerment” (60).
Undoubtedly, linguistic choice is political, oen reecting the speak-
ers’ power distance: e linguistic is the political. Since Henry V is a con-
quest play, the English king and the French princess are not given equal 
status based on their power and gender distance; furthermore, the French 
princess is tinged with the contemporary stereotypical representation of 
stage foreigners. For all this, the play―Act 5 Scene 2 in particular―is one 
of the most remarkable plays in terms of translingual practice. It employs 
more foreign languages, especially French, than any other of Shakespeare’s 
plays, presenting the audience with exchanges between languages. is pa-
per does not aim to oer a new political reading of the play but reconsiders 
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the interaction between languages.
Henry V is considered the most Babylonian text of Shakespeare’s 
plays. e languages used in the play are amazingly confused or multilin-
gual: English, French, broken English, broken French, Franglais, which is 
English inuenced by French as a result of the Norman Conquest such as 
“bettre” (better) spoken by Alice in 5.2, English with a Welsh accent, Eng-
lish with a Scottish accent, and English with an Irish accent.
As for English, there should have been not only a variety of accents, 
regional and ethnic, but also a variety of accents by classes, during Shake-
speare’s period. As contemporary performances and lmed versions of 
Shakespeare’s plays, DVDs, Blu-Ray Discs (BDs), etc., show, class accents 
have grown weaker over time. It must be anachronistic that the mistress of 
a tavern speaks in virtually the Received Pronunciation (RP) or the current 
standard English; however, had she spoken working-class English in the 
old pronunciation of the sixteenth century, today’s audience, even native 
speakers, would have diculty understanding it. As for French, it is classi-
ed into three kinds: French spoken by royals and aristocrats, French spo-
ken in the French community, and French spoken by non-aristocrats, the 
latter ranging from lawyers to Oxbridge students who learned the language 
from their tutors to soldiers, merchants, and sailors. In Shakespeare’s case, 
the French textbook he consulted when he wrote plays is known: John El-
iot’s Ortho-epia Gallica. Eliot’s fruits for the French: enterlaced with a double 
new invention, which teacheth to speake truly, speedily and volubuly the 
French-tongue (1593). It seems a very interesting fact that of “all the French 
primers, this is probably the most dicult one to use to learn French, and 
yet that is exactly what Shakespeare did with it probably because he found 
the stylistic variety of the text so engaging” (Saenger, Shakespeare and the 
French Borders of English 20; see also Kibbee 181–85).
8. e Wooing Scene in 5.23
e wooing scene is set in a room of the French Court in Troyes 
(1420). e French king and the English king, Henry, negotiate a peace 
treaty. Henry demands the French princess, Katherine, as the primary 
claim of the treaty. Aer all the characters except Henry, Katherine, and 
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Alice have le the room, he attempts rough wooing. In a previous scene 
(Act 3 Scene 4), Katherine learns English from Alice; it is a typical maca-
ronic̶bawdy̶scene. Her command of English is not good enough yet. 
Using English, French, and mixed language, Henry and Katherine there-
fore exchange speeches, which sound serious but hilariously comic. (Al-
though the French king and noblemen speak good English, Katherine 
alone speaks broken English in all probability for a theatrical reason. Fur-
thermore, although both speakers are royal, the scene is written in prose 
except the rst four lines spoken by Henry, and the prose helps increase the 
comic eect.) Henry as a male conqueror woos her actively, and speaks 
many speeches. Katherine later accepts his wooing under the condition 
that her father agrees to it; it is conrmed that Henry will be the successor 
to the French throne. When the treaty is nalized, Henry declares the birth 
of the dual kingdom of England and France.
Henry’s speeches in this scene are at times domineering, which recall 
his threatening speeches in other scenes. ese speeches nevertheless have 
a somewhat favorable reception. Obviously, Henry stands dominant, and 
his marriage with Katherine is one of convenience; however, he seems to 
woo her earnestly. As for Katherine, although she continues to resist him, 
she might start being interested in him, though he is the king of her enemy. 
Since the wooing scene is written with ingenuity par excellence, the scene 
presents us with highly interesting theatrical sights, cultural and linguistic 
clashes, and, most importantly, translingual practice.
9. Allocation of Speeches in 5.2
In surveying the speeches in the wooing scene, their allocation is pe-
culiar. ere are two hundred lines (lines 98–297) in total. Although there 
are three speakers, including Alice as an interpreter, the majority of the 
lines are spoken by Henry. Furthermore, since Katherine’s command of 
English is very limited, she speaks French, (broken) English, and French-
English mixed language (see Table 1).
Strictly speaking, Katherine and Alice speak broken English with a 
French accent, and Henry speaks broken French with an English accent. 
(Incidentally, this type of scene must represent one of the most dicult 
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tasks for translators and subtitle writers.)
Henry speaks more than eighty percent of the two hundred lines. He does 
not, however, speak one-sidedly; while he speaks long lines, Katherine answers 
in one or a few lines. ey exchange speeches, but the number of speeches is 
very dierent. In short, Henry speaks six times as many lines as Katherine. 
Furthermore, Katherine speaks more in French than in broken English.
10. Translingual Practice: Example 1
In the beginning of the wooing scene, Henry and Katherine are nervous. 
When Henry delivers a formal greeting and starts wooing her, Katherine an-
swers in broken English: “Your majesty shall mock at me; I cannot speak your 
England” (5.2.102–3). Probably, in order to alleviate her anxiety and tension, 
Henry then starts to call her “Kate” (5.2.107), a term of endearment, and of-
ten calls her so aerwards. Furthermore, beginning in line 119, he changes 
the personal pronoun from the formal “you” to the familiar “thou.”
Katherine is particularly careful and deliberate in the beginning, and 
oen speaks in French. Considering her anxiety and her limited command 
of English, Henry woos her in a very straightforward and simple manner. 
She nevertheless does not accept his wooing.
KING. Fair Katherine, and most fair,
 Will you vouchsafe to teach a soldier terms
 Such as will enter at a lady’s ear
 And plead his love-suit to her gentle heart?
KATHERINE. Your majesty shall mock at me. I cannot speak your Eng-
land.
Table 1. Allocation of speeches in 5.2
Henry 167 lines
Katherine 26 lines Details
French speeches 13 lines
English speeches 8 lines




KING. O fair Katherine, if you will love me soundly with your 
French heart I will be glad to hear you confess it brokenly 
with your English tongue. Do you like me, Kate? [my italics]
KATHERINE Pardonnez-moi, I cannot tell vat is ‘like me’.
KING. An angel is like you, Kate, and you are like an angel.
KATHERINE. [To Alice] Que dit-il̶que je suis semblable à les anges?
ALICE. Qui, vraiment, sauf votre grâce, ainsi dit-il.
KING. I said so, dear Katherine, and I must not blush to arm 
it.
KATHERINE. O bon Dieu, les langues des hommes son pleines de trom-
peries!
KING. What says she, fair one? at the tongues of men are full 
of deceits?
ALICE. Qui, dat de tongues of de mans is be full of deceits, dat is 
de princess.
(5.2.98–117)
Although Henry as a conqueror disturbingly forces Katherine to speak 
English, two facts are of great note from the perspective of translingual 
practice. First, both speakers, Katherine with her broken English and 
French and Henry with English and his limited knowledge of French, try 
to communicate with each other. ey interact, employing not only lan-
guages but also semiotic resources (facial expressions, vocal tone, gestures, 
etc.) and environmental aordances such as the interpreter Alice, though 
she is unreliable. Second, although subtitles are available for the perfor-
mance of this scene today, there were no subtitles on the original produc-
tion; the audience should have been delighted to watch Katherine played 
by a boy actor and Alice played by a boy player or an adult male player 
speaking broken English or French with an English accent. It is still uncer-
tain throughout this scene how much Katherine understands English. Basi-
cally, it seems to be assumed that she can understand it a little.
11. Translingual Practice: Example 2
Henry delivers a long wooing speech, apparently sincere and earnest, 
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though rugged (5.2.134–73). Pretending to be moved by it, Katherine says 
as follows:
KATHERINE. Is it possible dat I sould love de ennemi of France?
KING No, it is not possible you should love the enemy of 
France, Kate. But in loving me you should love the friend 
of France, for I love France so well that I will not part 
with a village of it. I will have it all mine; and, Kate, when 
France is mine and I am yours, then yours is France, and 
you are mine.
KATHERINE.  I cannot tell vat is dat.  (5.2.158–164)
Although her expression should have been “l’ennemi de France” if it were 
French, the editor of the Cambridge Shakespeare adopts the spelling used 
in the First Folio. e editor of the Arden edition includes a curt note in 
which he says it does not matter whether the word is English or French be-
cause Katherine speaks it with a French accent (Craik 357). From my study 
of translingual practice, it is more interesting for her to speak a French 
word here. e point is that the word can be both English and French, ex-
posing linguistic porousness and interweaving. Even though the word was 
an English word, Katherine pronounces it with a French accent, or she hap-
pens to speak a French word unaware.
“Is it possible dat I sould love de ennemi of France?” Katherine, who is 
largely reticent throughout the scene, reveals her true mind for the rst time 
here. Christians are taught to love their enemies. Is it, in reality, possible that 
military friends and enemies who killed each other forgive their atrocities 
and love each other for the sake of reconciliation and peace? Her speech 
presents a vital question, while at the same time it shows her incisive objec-
tion to, criticism of, and resistance against Henry. In terms of a study of 
translingual practice, it is of great note that the French princess tries hard to 
communicate her own mind, using a foreign language, forced or not. is 
speech is the core of the intercultural conict in this scene. Although they 
are kin, they belong to dierent languages and cultures. eir countries 
fought for a long time. Bearing in mind such hatred as brought about by 
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wars, how on earth can they reconcile with each other? Katherine’s question 
is a fundamental question that remains valid today. How can we solve it?
To her good question, Henry answers as quoted above. His English is 
unique. He tries to persuade Katherine in basic words and simple struc-
tures. His logic or rhetoric is also unique and complacent. He acknowledg-
es honestly that it is impossible that the French princess shall love Henry, 
the king of England who conquered her country. However, he does not 
apologize to her for his desire to possess France, and furthermore insists 
that he hopes to conquer it because he loves it and he hopes to continue to 
possess it. Furthermore, man and wife are one heart and mind; France is 
Henry’s, but if Henry is Katherine’s, aer all, France is Katherine’s, and 
Katherine is Henry’s. In short, he stresses the mutual benet of his con-
quest of France.
Following the lines quoted above, Henry tries to communicate his 
mind, exibly using French, though broken. is is also a good example of 
translingual practice. Katherine atters him, saying that his French, which 
in fact sounds horrendous, is better than her English. Irrespective of his 
poor performance of French, she seems to appreciate that he tried to speak 
her native language. Henry continues speaking excitedly, but Katherine 
does not understand what he says or pretends she does not. Irrespective of 
her blush or embarrassment, Henry is absorbed in having a baby, while 
mixing French. Katherine then mentions her anxiety that he might deceive 
her, and does not accept his wooing and teases him. At last, Henry’s pa-
tience reaches its limits. His long speech (5.2.231–60) suggests that al-
though it is a speech of earnest wooing, his game of wooing is over; since 
he has wooed her enough, now she should obey him. eir marriage is vir-
tually agreed between Henry and the French king, and Katherine’s agree-
ment is only a formality. us, Henry resolves his game.
Put o your maiden blushes. Avouch the thoughts of your heart with 
the looks of an empress. Take me by the hand and say ‘Harry of Eng-
land, I am thine,’̶which word thou shalt no sooner bless mine ear 
withal but I will tell thee aloud ‘England is thine, Ireland is thine, 
France is thine, and Harry Plantagenet is thine,’ who, though I speak 
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it before his face, if he be not fellow with the best king thou shalt nd 
the best king of good fellows. Come, your answer in broken music, for 
thy voice is music, and thy English broken. erefore, queen of all, 
Katherine, break thy mind to me in broken English. Wilt thou have 
me? (5.2.213–23, italics mine)
Although his speech apparently stresses mutual benet and reciprocity, his 
speech is a threat, and again he forces her to speak his language. Katherine 
becomes obedient at last, and tells him that if her father agrees, she will ac-
cept his wooing. When he says her father must agree, she makes up her 
mind and agrees.
12. English/French Connection
Many royals and noblemen of England and France during the period 
of Henry V were kin, and French was the dominant language at Court as 
well as at the legal court. Bradin Cormack admirably describes the subtle 
relationship between the two languages in this age: “to be English is at once 
and with equal force to be and not to be French” (quoted in Crunell-Van-
righ 78). e connection between the two cultures and languages is repre-
sented splendidly in 5.2.
e historical Henry, who reigned from 1413 to 1422, died young at 
thirty-ve years old. However, in 1417 he decided to use English in his per-
sonal correspondence, and he is considered to have contributed to legiti-
mizing English as the language of governance. Shakespeare’s Henry V rep-
resents the dramatic moment when English becomes the dominant 
language and thus England becomes an English nation.
However, as is mentioned in the epilogue, “is star of England” will 
die young, and England will be stricken by a long-term civil war (the War 
of the Roses) during the age of Henry VI, born to Henry V and Katherine, 
and England will lose its land in France. e young widowed Katherine 
will then marry Owen Tudor, and their grandson will be enthroned as 
Henry VII, the ancestor of the Tudor dynasty. Shakespeare wrote plays 
during the period of Queen Elizabeth I and the period of King James I. Al-
though in Henry V, Jamie, Scotsman, is an object of laughter, it became dif-
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cult to ridicule Scotsmen on the London stage when James, Scotsman, 
was enthroned in 1603; in fact, Ben Jonson, and his collaborators, John 
Marston and George Chapman, were imprisoned briey for controversial 
views of Scots in Eastward, Ho! (1604).
Epilog: The Significance of Translingual Practice
is introductory paper to the study of translingual practice in world-
wide Shakespeare performances has explored two examples with a focus on 
Henry V. As the exchange between Katherine’s (and Alice’s) broken Eng-
lish and Henry’s broken French shows, ultimately it does not matter 
whether their speeches are grammatically correct. What matters is such 
competence that one can interact with people of dierent linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds. is kind of translingual competence is required of 
humankind during any period. More specically, the two characters’ trans-
lingual practice in the wooing scene represents linguistic and cultural con-
tact and conict. Although Henry’s discourse is oppressive in this conquest 
play, the exchange is nevertheless highly signicant, rst because it shows 
an interesting example of the word “ennemi” that can be both French and 
English and, second, because it uses mixed languages as well as semiotic 
resources and ecological aordances.
e example of “ennemi” is of special interest since it reveals the insta-
bility of dierences in languages, cultures, and nationalities, and their con-
fusion and permeability. It suggests that the boundaries between self and 
other, languages, cultures, and nationalities are not xed but changeable 
and that many people live on these changing borders. e example re-
minds us that today we are expected to live across borders or on borders 
and interact with diverse people, while retaining our identities, which 
themselves are changeable, and esteeming dierences.
It is inevitable for people to live on virtually vanishing borders in the 
twenty-rst century as well as in the past. In this regard, Shakespeare’s 
plays that represent many foreign characters living on borders, geographi-
cal or metaphorical, are interesting, because we have to live more on bor-
ders and be prepared to do translingual practice. Shakespeare’s plays make 
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us rethink borders and boundaries; without reinforcing or annulling them, 
in all probability we should be prepared to live on borders as the proper 
place to live. We should avoid an easy solution and explore a real solution 
in the midst of our connectivity and contradictions at the risk of Babylo-
nian confusion of our digital age.
As for the deeper reality on the stage that translingual performance is 
expected to evoke, the analysis of the wooing scene in Henry V not only 
shows linguistic porousness but also, consequently, suggests subjective po-
rousness.
Notes
1 is paper is a revised version of my lecture originally entitled “Ever-fascinating Shake-
speare̶with a Special Emphasis on Shakespeare’s Translingual Imagination and Practice” 
for the Shakespeare Festival under the auspices of the Shakespeare Society of Japan and the 
English Literary Society of Japan held at Gakushuin University, Tokyo, on 19 April 2014.
2 Translation studies have been ourishing recently in early modern English literature, and 
Continental scholars such as Ton Hoenselaars as well as British and American scholars 
are actively conducting research. One concept they employ is interlinguicity. Michael 
Saenger advances “the term ‘interlinguicity’ to describe a cohabitation of languages that 
have essentially, never been separate” (“Interlinguicity and e Alchemist” 179). He adds 
in a note that although he admits the term is similar to Bakhtin’s concept of heteroglos-
sia, his “focus is more on the valuation of hybridity in language, a hybridity so pervasive 
that it renders the ostensible “unitary language” itself illusory” (Saenger 196, n.8). As 
Delabastita and Hoenselaars point out, this notion of interlinguicity “suggests that bor-
derlines between languages are always porous to the point of challenging their autonomy, 
ultimately also eroding the limits separating literal and metaphorical uses of the transla-
tion concept” (13). Although the concept of multilinguality assumes that languages are 
separate entities, the counterpart of interlinguicity assumes that languages are not sepa-
rate but intertwined and that European languages are fundamentally types of dialects. 
From this perspective, Continental scholars and others have shown dierent insights 
from those based on the assumption of linguistic autonomy in the analyses of English 
and other languages in Shakespeare’s texts and his contemporary playwrights’ texts, and 
the development of their studies is highly interesting.
  My current study of translingual performances of Shakespeare worldwide is a 
wholly new research eld in Shakespeare studies. In analyzing Shakespeare’s texts, the 
concept of interlinguicity might be useful. However, there is a signicant dierence be-
tween Continental and other scholars and me; while their main concern lies with transla-
tion, mine is with communication and cultural studies.
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